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Abstract
Weintroduce anovel deep learning-basedgroup activity recognition approach called thePoseOnlyGroupActivityRecognition
System (POGARS), designed to use only tracked poses of people to predict the performed group activity. In contrast to existing
approaches for group activity recognition, POGARS uses 1D CNNs to learn spatiotemporal dynamics of individuals involved
in a group activity and forgo learning features from pixel data. The proposed model uses a spatial and temporal attention
mechanism to infer person-wise importance and multi-task learning for simultaneously performing group and individual
action classification. Experimental results confirm that POGARS achieves highly competitive results compared to state-of-
the-art methods on a widely used public volleyball dataset despite only using tracked pose as input. Further, our experiments
show by using pose only as input, POGARS has better generalization capabilities compared to methods that use RGB as
input.

Keywords Group activity recognition · Human pose analysis · Self-attention · Deep learning

1 Introduction

Developing methods for recognizing activities performed by
groups of people is an important computer vision research
area applicable for many domains, with two of the most
prominent tasks being analysis of sports videos and moni-
toring of surveillance video footage. Examples in the sports
domain include identifying events such as shots on goal
in soccer matches, and pick and roll events in basketball.
Examples in surveillance videos include people fighting,
walking together, people being followed and other similar
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human activities. The major difference between group activ-
ity recognition and individual action classification is the need
to simultaneously reason about multiple people. Thus, group
activity recognition methods should be specifically designed
to understand spatial and temporal evolution of pose for
groups of people.

It is common for existing work on group activity recogni-
tion domain to operate on video pixel data directly, but thus
far it has remained an open question as to how well group
activity can be predicted from extracted human poses. The
objective of our research is to explore the predictive power
of pose data by developing a deep learning model that pre-
dicts a volleyball group activity label only from tracked pose,
without directly using RGB pixel data.

Majority of the existing group activity recognition models
utilize person appearance features extracted via Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN)-based models to learn their
spatiotemporal dynamics throughout consecutive frames in
the video instance [1–3]. Variants of Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) are most widely
used to model temporal relationships of activities. To better
map the relationships between individuals in the scene, some
such existing works have introduced pooling strategies and
other interpersonal processing techniques [4,5].
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In contrast to most existing methods which are focused
on taking RGB features as input [1,2] or RGBwith additions
like optical flow [5,6] and/or pose [3,7], proposed method
uses only pose to predict the group activity label.

Extracting useful high level information such as pose and
tracking data from video is a common practice in sports
domain [8–11]. Using pose to represent human subjects has
several advantages. Pose representations ignore less rele-
vant factors in the input data such as person appearance
features and background which allows the models trained
using pose to generalize better to new situations like sport-
ing events involving previously unseen teams and venues.
Ignoring person level identifiable appearance features allows
pose data to preserve privacy of the people whose data are
being captured. In addition, recent commercial computer
vision systems such asMicrosoft AzureKinect are capable of
directly producingpose information as a better representation
of human dynamics in video streams. As more researchers
realize the usefulness of pose information and methods for
capturing such data becomemore readily available, we antic-
ipate that pose informationwill be collected for a range of use
cases such as analyzing basketball playermovements,motion
tracking and other similar human activities. Our method can
then take advantage of the already available pose information
to more efficiently perform group action recognition. This is
due to the much lower dimensionality of pose information
(usually just 16 key points per person) compared to RGB
images.

In addition to pose information, Perez et al. [12] recently
explored the usage of related object (i.e., ball) trajectories
for identifying group activities in sports videos, finding that
the additional input information can substantially improve
classification accuracy. Our experiments partially support
this finding, with the inclusion of ball tracklets exhibiting
slightly improved empirical results. However, our approach
is not reliant on ball trajectories to achieve high classification
accuracy.

In this study, we propose Pose Only Group Activity
Recognition System (POGARS), a novel system for per-
forming group activity recognition by utilizing extracted
tracked pose as input. POGARS uses 1D CNNs to learn the
spatiotemporal dynamics of individuals using their pose key-
point estimations and position tracklets. We found 1D CNNs
were able to model the temporal dynamics in the video more
effectively than the RNNs used by most existing methods for
group activity recognition.

In most group activity settings, there are certain people
who play more central roles than others and are hence more
predictive of the group activity recognition task. For exam-
ple, when recognizing a spike in volleyball, we expect more
attention should be placed on the players directly involved
with spiking and blocking the ball. POGARS uses a spa-
tial self-attention mechanism for identifying the importance

of each individual for the particular group activity. In addi-
tion, temporal attention is also important. For instance, video
frames at which the volleyball is passed can be considered as
an important temporal instance in the video clip. Proposed
approach uses a temporal self-attention mechanism to assign
different importance weights to the different video frames.

While recognizing group activity of the video instance,
we simultaneously perform individual action recognition as
an additional task, thus making our model perform multitask
learning. This was found to result in a noticeable accuracy
improvement with respect to the primary task of group activ-
ity recognition.

Thoughgroupactivity recognition is an important research
area in computer vision, there are few video datasets avail-
able for model evaluation. The volleyball dataset introduced
by Ibrahim et al. [13] is one of themost popular group activity
recognition datasets. Existing works such as [1,3,5,6] have
used the volleyball dataset to evaluate group activity recogni-
tion models. In order to evaluate and compare our proposed
approach with the past related work, we have conducted our
experiments on the volleyball dataset.

POGARS achieves 93.2% accuracy for group activity
recognition by only using tracked pose information on the
volleyball dataset. To contextualize this result, the state-of-
the-art actor-transformer model proposed by Guvrilyuk et
al. [7] achieves 92.3% when using pose only. (Their state-
of-the-art accuracy of 94.4% requires optical flow data as an
additional input modality.) Another very important benefit
of only using tracked pose is that the trained model can gen-
eralize better to testing data with different characteristics by
ignoring such factors as lighting conditions, team uniform
color, the color of the court, audience appearance, etc. To
test this hypothesis, we created a skewed train/test split of
the volleyball data where the training data consisted of only
games played in a single venue in the London 2012Olympics
and the test set consisted of matches from all other venues.
The results show POGARS’s accuracy only dropped slightly
from 93.2 to 89.7% when using the skewed data. In contrast,
a competitive I3D model [9] trained using RGB images as
input showed a very large drop in accuracy, from 84.6 to
73.9%.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose POGARS, the first group activity recogni-
tion system that solely utilizes tracked poses as input.
We showed a POGARS model trained on a single venue
generalizes significantly better to different test venues
compared to a competitive model trained on RGB.

• We performed a series of experiments and found a 1D
CNN-based approach that uses spatial and temporal
attention outperformed the traditional approach of using
RNNs for group activity recognition.
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• We conducted experiments on a popular group activity
recognition dataset to show that POGARS achieves near
state-of-the- art accuracy by only using tracked pose for
model input.

2 Related work

In this section, we review existing work in the area of group
activity recognition and the use of deep learning techniques
to solve the problem.

Group activity recognition considers the multi-person
behavioral and interaction dynamics to interpret the col-
lective activity instances. Most of the early work on group
activity recognition is based on models that learn informa-
tion in video frames using hand-crafted features.Hierarchical
graphical models [14,15] and dynamic Bayesian networks
[16] are some of the popular methods used for interpret-
ing group activity in video. Choi et al. [17] introduced a
spatio-temporal feature descriptor based on shape context
[18] for interpreting collective activities of people. Hierar-
chical models such as [14] interpreted the group activity by
representing the actions of each individual person as well
as person to person interactions using a tree-like graphical
descriptor. Handcrafted feature engineering approaches for
collective activity recognition come with various limitations
such as domain dependency, large computational costs and
poorer resultant accuracy.

The focus of recent collective activity recognition models
has shifted towards using deep neural networks [19]. Deng et
al. [20] introduced Structure Inference Machine , which has
a RNN-based backbone for analyzing interactions between
people in the scene in order to recognize group activity.
Ibrahim et al. [1] proposed a group activity recognitionmodel
that consists of two LSTM-based sub-models where the first
one encodes the individual player level actions and their tem-
poral dynamics, while a second model fuses outputs from
the first model for providing temporal dynamics of the group
activity. Inspired by this work, two-level RNN-based hier-
archical methods have become the most popular approach
in the domain of collective activity recognition [1,2,21,22].
Though thesemodels learn the spatial features of each person
in the scene, most of them do not consider the spatial position
of the individuals. In contrast to the above existing work, our
proposed model uses person level pose and spatial location
information (position tracklets) for predicting the collective
activity since combination of pose and location information
is a dense information representation.

In order to learn relations between individuals, Wu et al.
[23] employed graph convolutional networks in their Actor
Relation Graph (ARG) designed for identifying group activ-
ities. 2D CNNs are used to extract features from person
bounding boxes which are used to capture the appearance

and position relations between actors by ARG. In contrast
to ARG, our proposed model is able to learn the temporal
relationship of the individuals in the group activity through
the inclusion of 1D convolutional layers.

Azar et al. [5] proposed a multi-stream CNN frame-
work for group activity recognition which uses optical flow,
warped optical flow, pose heatmaps and the RGB frame
as different input modalities for the predictive model. Fea-
tures extracted from CNNs are first applied to each input
stream and then fused to produce the group activity predic-
tion for video instances. Azar et al. [6] recently introduced
Convolutional Relational Machine (CRM). Emphasizing the
importance of spatial position information of individuals in
group activity classification, the authors have proposed to
learn the spatial relations between the activities of people
using activity maps in CRM. Similar to [5], CRM also uses
optical flow information to enhance prediction accuracy.

Following a similar approach of using CNNs to predict
group activities in videos, Gavrilyuk et al. [7] introduced an
actor-transformer model which uses optical flow for repre-
senting temporal dynamics, while pose information has been
used for interpreting spatial information of the people. Our
method does not use optical flow information as input due to
the high computational costs.

2.1 Pose-based action recognition

Posedata are lightweight andmore robust to visual clutter and
noise compared to RGB data. Hence, many individual action
recognitionmodels use different forms of pose data represen-
tations as input feature embeddings [8,11,24,25]. Zhu et al.
[11] introduced “Action Machine” which first feeds cropped
images of people as input into an I3D model [9]. The model
has a RGB stream and also a pose stream. These two streams
are fused together to predict action classes. In contrast to
these works (which perform individual action recognition),
we perform group activity recognition using tracked pose
data.

Inspired by the success of pose-based individual action
recognition, Lu et al. [3] proposed a group activity recog-
nition model built from pose skeleton data and deep RGB
features of individuals in each video frame. Temporal dynam-
ics of group activity were learnt using GRUs.

Perez et al. [12] recently proposed a skeleton-based rela-
tional reasoningmodel for group activity analysis which uses
pose skeleton data and ball tracklets for learning interactions
between individuals in related objects.

When compared to all the models in this section, we differ
in the following ways: (1) We use only pose data instead of
both RGB and pose data; and (2) we are the only solution
that uses 1D CNNs to model temporal patterns.
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2.2 Attentionmodels

Attention has been successfully applied to both computer
vision and natural language understanding domains [26,27].
In the most recent studies, collective activity recognition
models have used attention mechanisms either as spatial
attention or temporal attention. Ramanathan et al. [2] intro-
duced the concept of key actors to understand collective
activity. A bidirectional LSTM-based model was used to
represent the tracks of people in the scene, and the model
is capable of attending for a subset of the people actively
engaged in collective activity. The latent embedding model
introduced by Tang et al. [28] consisted of an attentionmech-
anism to encode the importance of each individual person in
the collective activity scenario.

In order to identify video frames which make more con-
tribution towards the prediction, different temporal attention
approaches have been used in group activity recognition
problem domain [29,30]. Attention mechanisms employed
in these models were designed to extract a small subset of
predictive frames from the whole temporal span of the video.
Instead of making a hard decision to include frames as these
works do (so-called hard attention), we use a soft temporal
attention mechanism in POGARS which weights the contri-
bution of features from each temporal instant.

Lu et al. [3] introduced an attention-based collective activ-
ity recognition model which uses pose and RGB features of
each person in the scene to predict the group activity label.
It combines both spatial and temporal attention mechanisms.
While RGB data were the primary input for their model, the
authors used pose features for determining the distribution
of attention among the people. Our work differs from [3] in
the following ways: 1) We use 1D CNNs instead of RNNs to
extract temporal patterns; and 2) we only use pose as input
instead of both pose and RGB as attention inputs.

3 Pose only group activity recognition
system (POGARS)

In comparison with raw image frames, tracked poses of
the individuals from the video contain a much denser set of
important information allowing the deep learning model to
focus only on the most important features. Such as a person
who is about to perform a spike in volleyball has a vastly
different pose from someone who is running for the ball.
Pose keypoints can be represented as numerical coordinates,
as opposed to the high-dimensional pixel data of an RGB
image.

One of the biggest challenges formodeling data in video is
finding temporal coherence (tracking where one point in one
frame moves to the next frame). Modeling temporal coher-
ence in sequences of poses is more natural than in video

data since each keypoint is assigned to a different dimension
in the pose vector. Hence, 1D CNNs can effectively model
the changes in position of each keypoint across time. Further
highlighting the most important data for activity recognition,
we also use a self-attention mechanism to assign a higher
weight to more important people and frames for accurate
group activity classification. Using extracted pose features
instead of RGB features can produce a model that is better
able to generalize across datasets since pose excludes factors
from the input, such as lighting conditions, team uniform
color, the color of the court, audience appearance and other
nuisance factors.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed POGARS
approach. First, position coordinates and associated bound-
ing boxes of each person across time in the input video
are acquired from manual annotations used in [31]. Next,
we generate 16 2D keypoint estimations for each individual
by feeding the bounding box tracklets to stacked hourglass
human pose estimation algorithm [32]. Position coordinate
tracklets are fed into a fully connected layer to create a
descriptive feature embedding for the position of each indi-
vidual in the frame. Position embeddings and keypoint pose
representations are concatenated together to produce a com-
posite feature embedding for each individual that contains
pose and position information.

Feature representations of consecutive frames in the
video clip contribute in different degrees to class predic-
tion. The concatenated feature embeddings of each person
in each frame are fed into a temporal attention mechanism
to calculate frame-wise attention weights. An element-wise
multiplication between the feature embedding and attention
weights across the temporal dimension is performed before
feeding the features into a set of 1DCNNblocks. Subsequent
CNN blocks with residual connections are able to learn tem-
poral dynamics of the individuals using the pose and position
embeddings.

POGARS performsmulti-task learning by predicting both
group activity label pG and individual action labels pI . This
is achieved by attaching two separate heads (one for group
activity prediction and the other for individual activity pre-
diction) to the output feature set from 1D CNN blocks.

To implement spatial attention, attention weights of each
individual are multiplied element-wise with the correspond-
ing feature embedding to ensure the feature embeddings of
key people in the video get more attention in the process of
predicting the group activity. Detailed descriptions of each
component of our method are presented in the following sub-
sections.

3.1 Tracking and pose estimation

Since our collective activity recognition model is based on
position and pose feature representations of individuals, we
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Fig. 1 Overview of pose only
group activity recognition
system (POGARS)

employ manually annotated bounding boxes of the people
from [31] which are in the image space. Our approach decou-
ples tracking and pose estimation from the model used to
classify the group activities. In the event that manually anno-
tated tracks are not available, any multi-object detection and
tracking algorithm can be used, with the final classification
accuracy expected to correlate positively with the perfor-
mance of these algorithms.

After object detection, we extract the human pose of each
person. There are many existing 2D human pose estimation

models which are appropriate for inferring such pose key-
points [32–34]. Pose estimation methods which first detect
body joints and then group them to form individual poses
per person are called bottom-up approaches. In contrast,
top-down approaches first detect people in the scene and
then predict keypoints of each detected person. Top-down
approaches have been found to bemore accurate than bottom-
up approaches for performing pose estimation [35]. Hence,
we take a top-down approach by first using [36] to find
bounding boxes around the people and then employing the
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pre-trained stacked hourglass model [32] to estimate joint
coordinates of each person. Due to the modular nature of our
group activity recognition method, any human tracking algo-
rithm and 2D human pose estimation algorithm can be used
with our proposed approach. This includes bottom-up pose
tracking approaches, which may be suitable candidates for
situations where computational speed is of key importance.

Given an input video clip V containing N people and
spanning T frames, manual annotations have been used to
generate N bounding box tracklets B ∈ R

N×4×T and posi-
tion coordinate tracklets of each bounding boxC ∈ R

N×2×T .
For each individual, 16 2D pose keypoints K ∈ R

N×32×T

are estimated using the stacked hourglass pose estimation
algorithm. A linear layer is added on top of the bounding
box position coordinates C in order to generate a descriptive
feature embedding Ĉ ∈ R

N×32×T to represent the spatial
position of the people in each frame.

Pose feature representation K and position feature rep-
resentation Ĉ of each corresponding individual are concate-
nated, so (K | Ĉ) = F ∈ R

N×64×T feature embedding of
the tracked pose is generated.

Since the temporal evolution block is responsible for
learning each person level feature separately, the order of
people is important. Thus, we ensured that the pose feature
representations of each individual in each frame are ordered
consistently by stacking them in a left to right in terms of
x-position in the video frame.

3.2 POGARS with different person level fusion and
temporal modeling approaches

POGARS captures the spatial and temporal evolution of
individuals in order to predict the group activity label. Person
level spatiotemporal features are fused together to generate
a person level feature representation. Learning group activ-
ities in the video instances is done by modeling temporal
evolution of the fused feature representations. We explored
two different person level fusion strategies and two temporal
modeling variations within POGARS.

3.2.1 Person-level fusion

Figure 2 illustrates the two different person level fusion
approacheswe explored. These two approaches are early per-
son fusion and late person fusion. In early person fusion,
person-level feature independence is removed before model-
ing the temporal evolution by fusing the tracked pose features
of all people before input into the module that captures
temporal dynamics. Alternatively, in late person fusion the
temporal evolution of each person is first modeled individ-
ually before the learned features are fused together at the
end.

In the late person fusion method, the temporal evolution
block is responsible for learning the tracked pose of each
person separately while the early person fusion method com-
bines person level feature embeddings of each frame before
combining the temporal dimension using the temporal mod-
eling block. The early person fusion approach eliminates the
need for person level tracking by combining the features of
each person before temporal modeling. Although not need-
ing to perform tracking eliminates one potential source of
error, our experiments show person-wise spatiotemporal fea-
ture learning (as provided by late person fusion) is essential
for achieving higher classification accuracy.

3.2.2 Temporal evolution modeling

Most of the existing group activity recognition mechanisms
[1,3,20,21] use LSTM- or GRU-based networks for learn-
ing temporal dynamics of the video. In our experiments, we
evaluated two temporal evolutionmodeling approaches: bidi-
rectional LSTMs and 1D CNN, and found that POGARS
networks which utilize 1D convolutions outperform their
LSTM counterparts. We give a detailed description of our
1D CNN-based temporal modeling block in Sect. 3.4.

3.3 Temporal attentionmechanism

Group activities have different important stages in their tem-
poral span. For example, in a volleyball spiking activity, the
frames in close temporal proximity to the instant that the
player strikes the ball are typically more important than rest
of the frames. Directing the model to attend to features from
the most important frames prevents the model from overfit-
ting to less important frames which may contain irrelevant
information. Hard attention-based methods such as [29,37]
detect a specific set of video frames thatmaximally contribute
to the final prediction. Rather than selecting a small number
of frames to keep for further analysis and discarding the rest,
we propose a soft self-attention mechanismwhich assigns an
importance weight to every frame.

The attention mechanism we have employed in POGARS
contains a set of linear layers and a softmax layer. Given the
feature embedding of individuals F , temporal attention is
computed as:

F ′ = softmax (φ(F)) � F (1)

where φ is the temporal attention function (modeled using
linear layers). Computed temporal attentionweights aremul-
tiplied element-wise across the time dimension with the
feature embedding F . This produces F ′ ∈ R

N×64×Twhich is
the feature embedding of the video clip weighted according
to frame-wise temporal importance.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Different person level fusion approaches of POGARS. Each approach was tested with two temporal evolution modeling variations: bidirec-
tional LSTMs and 1D CNNs

3.4 Temporal evolutions of individuals based on
tracked pose

In the proposed method, people in the video clip are rep-
resented by feature embeddings of their respective tracked
poses. Learning temporal evolution of the pose and position
dynamics of individuals is critical for predicting the collec-
tive activity performed by the group.We employed 1DCNNs
to model the temporal evolutions of individuals instead of
RNNs, based on the study we did with different POGARS
architectures. In contrast to RNNs, the ability of 1D CNNs to
learn deep related temporal features and translational equiv-
ariance makes them a better fit for representing fine grained
pose and position evolutions of individuals across time. Fig-
ure 3 shows the composition of convolutional blocks used in
POGARS. Each convolutional block consists of 3 1D CNN
layers with a skip connection, and POGARS contains 4 such
blocks stacked together. The stack takes the post-attention

Fig. 3 Composition of a single convolutional block of POGARS
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feature embeddings F ′ as input and analyzes the motion of
individuals by producing a temporally convolved feature rep-
resentation E ∈ R

N×1024×T .

3.5 Spatial attentionmechanism

In POGARS, we employ a spatial attention mechanism that
uses temporally convolved feature extractions of each indi-
vidual to identify each person’s importance score for the
particular group activity. Our spatial attention block contains
a set of linear layers and a softmax layer. Temporally con-
volved feature embeddings E are average pooled in the time
dimension to produce a feature embedding for each person
in the video clip Ê ∈ R

N×1024×1 where N is the number of
individuals in the video. The spatial attention is computed
as:

Ê ′ = softmax (ψ(Ê)) � Ê (2)

where ψ is the spatial attention function. Computed spa-
tial attention weights are multiplied element-wise across the
person dimension with the feature embedding Ê . This pro-
duces Ê ′ ∈ R

N×1024×1 which is the feature embedding of
all individuals in the video clip weighted accordingly to each
person’s importance.

3.6 Multi-task learning for group activity
recognition and individual action recognition

In parallel to learning the collective activity label, POGARS
uses parameter sharing to also predict the individual actions
of each person in the video clip. The average pooled fea-
ture representation is shared between two task-specific linear
layer stacks. One of these layers predicts the group activity
label, while the other predicts individual action labels for
each person. Feature embeddings used for individual activ-
ity recognition are not weighted with the spatial attention
mechanism.

In order to train our proposed multi-task model, the losses
of group activity recognition task and individual action recog-
nition are optimized simultaneously. Considering LI A as the
individual action prediction loss andLGA as the group activ-
ity recognition loss, the multi-task loss function LMT of the
model is defined as follows:

LMT = αLI A + LGA (3)

We used multi-class cross-entropy loss as the loss func-
tion for both individual and group activity prediction in our
experiments. To achieve the optimum accuracy for group
activity recognition, we found that α set to 2.0 gave the best
results.

Fig. 4 Adding ball as an input modality for POGARS

3.7 Relationship between individuals and relevant
objects for group activity recognition

Using specific activity-related objects such as a ball, bat or
a puck is a common scenario in group sports. Perez et al.
[12] explored the effectiveness of learning ball tracklets for
predicting group activity instances in volleyball videos using
their GIRN model. In order to benchmark POGARS with
GIRN, we experimented with adding position coordinates
of the volleyball as an input modality for our network (see
Fig. 4).

Given the ball position coordinates in the image spaceO ∈
R
2×T , sinusoidal positional encoding [38] is applied in order

to generate a descriptive feature embedding Ô ∈ R
64×T . The

feature embeddings are fed into a stack of 1D CNN blocks
(similar to the architecture described in Sect. 3.4) to produce
a temporally convolved feature representationG ∈ R

1024×T ,
followed by global average pooling to remove the temporal
dimension. The resulting ball features are concatenated to
Ê ′ for generating H ∈ R

(N+1)×1024, which is employed for
predicting group activities by using a linear layer stack.
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Table 1 Comparison of
different settings of the
POGARS evaluated on
Volleyball dataset

Method Accuracy

POGARS - early person fusion setting with LSTM-based network 81.4

POGARS - late person fusion setting with LSTM-based network 85.9

POGARS - early person fusion setting with 1D CNN-based network 83.0

POGARS - late person fusion setting with 1D CNN-based network 88.3

POGARS - with only spatial attention 90.8

POGARS - with only temporal attention 91.7

POGARS - with spatial and temporal attention 92.1

POGARS ALL - with spatial, temporal attention and multitask learning 93.2

The entry with the bold letters (POGARS ALL) is gives the highest accuracy on Volleyball dataset

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

POGARS is evaluated by performing experiments on the
popular volleyball dataset [13]. Manually annotated bound-
ing box tracklets and position coordinate tracklets of each
player in the volleyball videos are obtained from [31]. The
annotations are in image space. We utilized stacked hour-
glass pose keypoint estimation algorithm [32] for predicting
16 keypoints (ankles, knees, hips, pelvis, spine, neck, head,
wrists, elbows and shoulders) of each player in the video
frames. The stacked hourglass network has been pretrained
using the MPII dataset [39]. Coordinates of the extracted
keypoints are expressed relative to the pelvis joint location,
whereas the position coordinate tracklets are expressed in
absolute frame space.

Coordinate tracklets of the people are scaled to values
between 0 and 1. From each video clip, 36 frames are utilized
inmodel training and evaluation.We used stochastic gradient
descent with ADAM [40] with initial learning rate set to
10−3, step-wise learning rate decay with a step size of 7 and
fixed moving average decay rates β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.
Models are implemented using the PyTorch deep learning
framework [41] and trained on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
2080 Ti GPU.

4.2 Volleyball dataset

The volleyball dataset introduced by Ibrahim et al. [13] con-
tains 55 videos collected from publicly available YouTube
volleyball matches. It includes 4830 trimmed group activity
instances which belong to 8 activity classes. Each activ-
ity instance contains 41 frames where the middle frame is
labeled with the group activity label and individual action
labels. The 9 individual action labels are spiking, block-
ing, setting, jumping, digging, standing, falling, waiting, and
moving. The 8 group activity labels are right spike, left spike,
right set, left set, right pass, left pass, right winpoint, and left
winpoint.

For our experiments, we use the same manual bounding
box annotations and player positions as [31]. We have also
followed the train/test splits suggested by [13]. In order to
reduce model overfitting, we perform data augmentation by
also training on horizontally flipped versions of examples
from the training set and flipping the activity labels accord-
ingly.

4.3 Experiment results

4.3.1 Ablation study

POGARS consists of two different attentionmechanisms and
a fusion mechanism that promotes learning spatiotemporal
dynamics of the individuals involved with the activity. We
performed an ablation study to assess the impact of these key
features on overall performance. Moreover, we performed
experiments on two different temporal modeling methods
for POGARS.

As the results in Table 1 show, both spatial and temporal
attentions are beneficial and complementary. Furthermore,
the results show that the late person fusion approach achieves
higher accuracy than early fusion. Consequently, we use late
person fusion for the remainder of our experiments.

Instead of RNNs, we used 1D CNNs for the backbone of
our model. Results show that POGARS using 1D Convolu-
tions (late person fusion without attention) outperforms an
LSTM-based counterpart model with the same basic archi-
tecture by 2.4%. This demonstrates the ability of 1D CNNs
to learn lower-level fine grained feature dynamics of indi-
viduals. 1D CNNs are less sensitive to temporal shift due
to implicit inductive bias in the model itself. This could,
for example, allow the model to more easily learn feature
maps that represent certain movements regardless of when
they happen in the clip. In contrast, RNNs rely on hidden
state to learn time-varying patterns, and this prevents RNNs
from being temporally equivariant, making it harder to learn
patterns which are applicable at any time offset. Moreover,
we theorize that the translational equivariance of CNNs is
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useful for understanding repetitive movement dynamics of
group activities.

While predicting the group activity label, our model is
capable of predicting the individual action labels of people
in the scene with the aid of a multi-task learning approach.
We used a combined loss function as stated in Eq. 3 formodel
training. Superior accuracy of the multi-task model clearly
indicates that multi-task learning leads to the implicit devel-
opment of shared features, and that these features are more
predictive of group activity than features learned through
group activity recognition alone. Though individual action
recognition is not the focus of our work, we achieved 79.5%
accuracy for that particular task using pose information only.

4.3.2 Generalization capability of POGARS

To test the generalization capability of POGARS, we cre-
ated two experiments. In the first experiment in which we
split the volleyball dataset according to the match venues, 29
videos out of the 55 videos in the dataset were recorded at
the same 2012 London Olympics venue. We designated that
particular set of videos as the train set, while the rest were
used for model testing. We named this special data split as
the “Olympic split”.

Since most of the group activity recognition approaches
[3,6,42] have used 3D convolution based networks, we used
a I3D-based network [9] for the comparison with POGARS.
The I3D network is a well-recognized and strong baseline
algorithm for action recognition. The I3D network we used
was pretrained on the Imagenet [43] and Kinetics datasets
[9]. Table 2 summarizes the validation accuracies of I3D
model and POGARS for the different data splits of volleyball
dataset.

As shown in Table 2, POGARS exhibits only a 3.5 per-
centage point decrease in test accuracy when training and
evaluating on the skewed Olympics data split, as opposed
to the much larger drop of 10.7 percentage points exhibited
by the I3D model. This observation implies training a model
only using tracked pose (like for POGARS) is better able to
generalize across different playing environments and venues
compared to using RGB image input to train a model (like
I3D model) for group activity recognition.

In the second experiment, we tested the generalizability
of POGARS by testing the accuracy of our model trained on
the public volleyball dataset [13] on a new real-world vol-
leyball game we downloaded separately from YouTube. To
increase the challenge in the task, we did not do any manual
person detection, ball position annotation, tracking and pose
estimation. Instead, we used the OpenPifPaf pose detection
and tracking algorithm [44] to automatically generate player
pose estimations and tracklets. This contrasts from our pre-
vious experiments with the volleyball dataset where ground
truth detection and tracking informationwas used. Therefore,

for this task our model needs to deal with erroneous tracks
which were not present in the previous experiments.

In this task, we used the Brazil Vs. USA women’s volley-
ball gold medal match of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics for our
experiment. For testing POGARS, 8 group activity classes
(sameclasses used in rest of the experiments) from thefirst set
of thematchweremanually annotated.We randomly selected
6 activity instances from each class whichwere then trimmed
into 36 frames long video instances. After using OpenPifPaf
to extract the pose tracklets, we manually remove any tracks
that do not belong to volleyball players.

The experimental results showed that POGARS was able
to achieve 75% test accuracy on this more challenging prob-
lemsetup. This is a good result since noground truth tracking/
pose information was used; instead, the model needed to
overcome any erroneous tracks. This result shows POGARS
can cope with erroneous tracks and be able to generalize to
different camera angles and playing environments.

4.3.3 Visualization of the spatial and temporal attention
mechanisms

In order to qualitatively assess the effectiveness of the spa-
tial and temporal attention mechanisms, we visualized both
spatial and temporal attention outputs of the best performing
POGARS.

Since group activities have different important stages
in their temporal span, our temporal attention mechanism
described in Sect. 3.3 is capable of assigning attention
weights to each frame in accordancewith its perceived impor-
tance. Each activity clip of the volleyball dataset we used in
our experiments consists of 36 frames where the 16th frame
is the central keyframe of the group activity. Therefore, we
expect that frames neighboring the 16th frame (t = 15)
should generally receive high attention when predicting the
group activity label. Figure 5 illustrates the predicted mean
temporal attention weights for each frame index as assigned
by POGARS. The graph indicates a clear peak in attention
weights when t = 15 (key frame) and comparatively high
attention weights for the neighboring frames. This obser-
vation indicates that our temporal attention mechanism can
identify the predictive power of frames from group activity
video instances.

The spatial self-attentionmechanismdiscussed inSect. 3.5
attends to the key people involved in the group activity.
Though group activities are labeled according to the side
of the volleyball court they were performed from (such as
left spike and right spike), players on both sides of the court
contribute to a group activity. For example, the players on the
left-hand side of the court may form a defensive formation
when a right spike activity is taking place.

Figure 6 visualizes the spatial attention weights from six
correct volleyball group activity predictions done by POG-
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Table 2 Test accuracy for
volleyball dataset with different
train/test splits

Method Default data split Olympic data split Difference

I3D [9] 84.6 73.9 10.7

POGARS ALL 93.2 89.7 3.5

Fig. 5 Average attention
weights assigned for each
temporal instance for the videos
in volleyball dataset

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 6 Spatial attention assigned for the players by POGARS. Player bounding boxes are colored according to the spatial attention score. Key
player of each group activity is annotated with dotted bounding boxes

ARS. The first row of the figure represents successful spatial
attention cases, while the second row represents three failure
spatial attention cases. The key player of each group activity
instance was manually determined and denoted by dotted red
bounding boxes.

Instance (a) is a left spike and instance (b) is a right spike
group activity instance of volleyball data. In both cases, the
player with highest attention is the one spiking the ball. In
instance (c),which is a left set group activity, the playerwho’s
having the control of the ball is having the highest spatial
attention. It is clear that POGARS has been able to identify
the key player correctly in those group activity instances.

In (d) left pass and (e) right pass activity instances, players
who have control of the ball are in a falling position which
is different from the generic pass posture of a player. These
different posture patterns in such cases can be interpreted as
the cause for the failure of spatial attention assignment.

Instance (f) is a right spike group activity of volleyball data
where spatial attention assigned by POGARS is incorrect.
In this particular instance, two players have spike jump-
ing postures which may cause incorrect identification of
the prominent player of the activity. These instances can
be defined as edge cases where players are having drastic
differences in their posture as well as their position on the
volleyball court compared to generic group activity instances.
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Fig. 7 Spatial attention assigned for the players involved in right spike activity by POGARS. Key frame of the activity is visualized with player
bounding boxes colored according to the spatial attention score

For more clarity, Fig. 7 shows a more zoomed in view
of the algorithm assigning attention weights to players in a
right spike group activity, along with several frames cropped
around the player with the highest attention. In this case, the
player with highest attention is the one spiking the ball, so it
is clear that POGARS has correctly assigned attention to the
keyplayer in this case.

4.3.4 Performance comparison of POGARS against rival
methods

We compare the performance of POGARS with state-of-
the-art methods and 3 baselines. Table 3 reports the group
activity recognition accuracy of the stated models on the vol-
leyball dataset [13].

The baselines are:

• B1 - Activity recognition with keyframe spatial fea-
tures: This baseline uses the middle frame of the activity
video clip (21st frame among 41 frames) as the input to
a ImageNet pre-trained ResNet34 model [48].

• B2 - Activity recognition with person level spatial and
position features: Similar to B1, except that we intro-
duce a second stream for processing keyframe player
bounding boxes represented as heatmaps. Learned spa-
tial features from the two streams are fused together late
in the architecture to predict the group activity.

• B3 - Activity recognition with spatiotemporal RGB
features: This baseline takes 16 consecutive frames of
the collective activity as input to a network based on

ResNet18 architecture with 3D CNN layers. B3 can be
thought of as a temporally extended version of B1.

BothB1 andB2use keyframe-based spatial feature extrac-
tions for learning the group activity. Though these models
do not consider the temporal aspect of the activities, they
performed reasonably well in collective activity recognition
by leveraging state-of-the-art image classification network
architectures and transfer learning [49]. In B2 we use a sec-
ond input stream consisting of heatmap representations of
player bounding boxes in the keyframe. The slight increase in
the accuracy in B2 compared to B1 implies that using player
positions as additional input is beneficial in predicting group
activity labels.

Compared to B1 and B2, B3 consumes more memory and
computational power due to the 3D convolutional layers used
in the network. The low accuracy of B3 suggests that the
inclusion of deep 3D CNN networks is not a favorable trade-
off in terms of computation versus accuracy. All baselines
(B1, B2 and B3) use RGB-based feature extraction to learn
the spatiotemporal dynamics of the group activities. In our
proposed group activity recognition model, we utilize pose
keypoint estimations of the people and their position coor-
dinates to create a descriptive feature embedding for each
individual. Compared with the baseline approaches, POG-
ARS reports a significantly higher achieved accuracy as well
as faster model convergence.

POGARS performs better than the majority of exist-
ing group activity recognition algorithms on the Volleyball
dataset (see Table 3). This includes methods which use
RGB image-based feature representations ([1,45]), variants
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Table 3 Comparison of
different baselines and
state-of-the-art methods with
POGARS evaluated on
volleyball dataset

Method Feature extraction method Accuracy

B1 - keyframe-based model RGB 73.3

B2 - person level feature-based model RGB 75.1

B3 - Spatio Temporal feature-based model RGB 63.0

Two-stage Hierarchical model [1] RGB 81.9

CERN [45] RGB 83.3

I3D [9] RGB 84.6

Social Scene [4] RGB 89.9

Action Relation Graph [46] RGB 92.6

Joint learning with social groups [47] RGB 93.1

Multi-stream CNN [5] RGB + Optical flow 90.5

Spatio-temporal attention-based model [3] Pose + RGB 91.7

Convolutional Relational Machine [6] RGB + Optical flow 93.0

Actor Transformers [7] Pose + Optical flow 94.4

Group Interaction Relational Network [12] Pose 88.4

Actor Transformers [7] Pose 92.3

POGARS ALL Pose 93.2

Group Interaction Relational Network [12] Pose + Ball tracklets 92.2

POGARS with ball Pose + Ball tracklets 93.9

The entry with the bold letters (Actor Transformers) is the current state-of-art accuracy on the Volleyball
dataset. The entry with the bold italic letters (POGARS All and POGARS with ball) is accuracy on volleyball
dataset using our approach

of optical flow ([5,6]), and pose information-based networks
([12]).

To our knowledge, the Actor Transformer model [7] is the
only group activity recognition model that achieves higher
accuracy (1.2% improvement) than POGARS on the volley-
ball dataset. [7] makes use of a computationally expensive
3DCNN-based architecturewhich uses optical flow and pose
information as input modalities. Although we recognize that
utilizing different input modalities can improve benchmark
accuracy results, they require more resource-intensive mod-
els to process.

We ran an additional experiment to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of employing tracklets of related objects for group
activity recognition by using ball tracklets as an additional
input modality for POGARS. Our results in Table 3 show
that POGARS is able to take advantage of the ball tracklets
to improve classification accuracy by 0.7 percentage points.
POGARS with ball tracking outperforms Group Interaction
Relational Network [12], the only other existing approach
which makes use of ball trajectories.

Figure 8 contains a confusion matrix summarizing cor-
rect and incorrect group activity label predictions. For the
most part, POGARS is capable of providing accurate predic-
tions for all 8 classes in the volleyball dataset. It can be seen
that the proposed model will occasionally confuse “pass”
and “set” activities, which can be explained by the fact that
both of these activities are defined by the ball being passed

Fig. 8 Confusion matrix obtained using best performing POGARS for
the volleyball dataset

between teammates and hence often involve similar player
configurations.

5 Conclusions

We propose POGARS, a novel architecture for identifying
group activities. It does this by learning spatial and tem-
poral dynamics of individuals and fusing learned features
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to classify the group activity. Using only tracked pose as
input, POGARS is able to achieve highly competitive results
on the Volleyball dataset with a very important benefit of
generalizing the model to testing conditions that differ sig-
nificantly from training conditions. We also demonstrated
that our method’s temporal attention mechanism is capable
of identifying the specific importance of each frame in the
video clip, while the spatial attention mechanism provides a
person-wise importance score based on their involvement for
the particular collective activity. For future work, we plan to
explore solving the problem of temporal action localization
in untrimmed video using only tracked pose.
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